THE   MYCENAEAN   LEGACY	li
has passed. Assyria is an example; so is the warlike Egypt
of the Eighteenth Dynasty, after the expulsion of the Hyksos
barbarians. Mykenai, founded as an outpost of civilization
in Greece, is probably a third,
Now up to a point war under ancient conditions might
lead to a higher material civilization. If a conquering king,
in Mesopotamia or in Crete, unites many of the old petty
kingdoms under his sway, he will be able to keep a more
splendid court than has been seen before; and, granted the
organizing ability, the whole land, with its forces under
one head instead of a dozen, will be more secure against
external or internal commotion than before, and better
able to take measures against famine, But beyond a certain,
or rather an wiccrtain point, the process leads not, to increased
strength but t.o weakness. In a large, centralized monarchy,
fewer people may feel keenly interested in the maintenance
of the present order than when there were many local lordships.
The king and court arc in more danger of being thoroughly
out of touch with the peasants, and may alienate feeling
by hard and unsympathetic taxation, by unwise severity,
or by sheer lust and greed.
This stage had apparently been reached by the Cretan
monarchy in. the Second Late Minoan period, the fifteenth
century b.c. It is noticeable that whereas there are many
remains of what sccrn to be the palaces of local priest-kings
in central and eastern Crete dating from the Middle Minoan
Age, in the Late Minoan there is none to compare with
Knossos, and even the palace at Phaistos may be merely
the southern residence of ICnossian kings. The Second Late
Minoan art style, Indeed—which sets in about the year 1500
—seems to be practically confined to Knossos itself j it is
indeed, as it is sometimes called, the " Great Palace Style "
in its fullest development. Elsewhere, " L.M* I" continues,
and is the last style of Minoan art before its decline.
Other things contact our impression of a centralized
monarchy in Crete: the huge size of the city of Knossos,
'ntaining, Bvans believes, lodgings for hardly less than
thousand souls; the quantity of the unread

